CALL FOR APPLICATIONS FOR AWARDING FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO STUDENT MOBILITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF STUDY WITHIN THE ERASMUS+ PROJECT 2015-1-HR01-KA107-021516

The call for applications is open for the students of the University of Haifa, Israel for the student mobility for studying at the University of Zadar, Croatia.

Total number of scholarships: 1

Total duration of the scholarships: 5 months, i.e. 160 days in total

The call is open from 9 September 2016 – 30 September 2016 at 16:00

Eligible period for realization of mobility approved within this call: 1 October 2016 – 31 July 2017

The amount of the scholarships for the applicants from Israel: 800 EUR per month

Travel costs for the applicants from Haifa: 360 EUR for travel costs

Visa costs: Visa costs will be covered by the University of Zadar

Health insurance: The candidates must pay the travel insurance for the period spent abroad (the cost of the insurance will be covered by the applicant). The candidate must deliver the proof of payment of the travel insurance at least one week before the planned arrival to the University of Zadar. Otherwise, the planned mobility will be cancelled.

The purpose of mobility: Student mobility for studies enables students enrolled at one of the university in a partner country to spend an integrated period of study at the University of Zadar.

Documents for the application*:
- Application Form,
- Motivation Letter (not longer than one A4 page),
- CV (Europass form),
- Certificate of Enrollment,
- Transcript of Records (bachelor diploma and transcripts of both bachelor and master courses taken so far),
- Language Certificate,
- Learning Agreement (proposal),
- Endorsement letter duly signed by the person responsible for mobility at the home institution,
- Copy of passport or ID card

*All the documents must be in English.

SELECTION CRITERIA:

- Formal requirements
  - Meet the deadline
  - The application form is duly completed and signed
  - All the required documents from the home institution are enclosed
  - Preference is given to candidates who haven’t been on mobility within Erasmus+ programme

- Requirements regarding content
  - Academic merit
  - Quality of the Motivation Letter
  - Quality of CV

The evaluation of the applications is done by the University of Zadar according to the above criteria and according to the endorsement by the applicant’s home institution. The final decision will be taken by the University of Zadar and further consultations with the applicants’ home institution will be made, if the Selection committee finds it necessary.

**DEADLINE: 30 September 2016**

The application should be sent as scanned copy by e-mail to:

iro_unizd@unizd.hr

Contact person for all the additional information:

Maja Kolega.
Tel.: 00385 23 200642; Fax: ++385 23 316882
E-mail: mkolega@unizd.hr
Documents enclosed to this Call for applications:

1. Application Form for Student Mobility,
2. Learning Agreement,
3. Learning Agreement – guidelines,
4. Endorsement letter,
5. Link to Europass CV format,
6. Link to Quick reference guide for selected higher education institutions in Partner Countries
7. Table – Travel and Individual Support
8. Erasmus+ Programme Guide and Corrigendum to Erasmus+ Programme Guide

AFTER THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESULTS:

All applicants will be notified of the results of the Call for applications and they will be given access to the list of candidates who have been selected, on the waiting list and / or rejected. The lists of selected and rejected candidates, as well as waiting lists will be published on the website of the University of Zadar and on the website of the home university. By applying to this Call for application, all the candidates agree to have their name published on the above lists. The selected candidates are required to comply with the prescribed procedures before and after their mobility period at the institutions abroad and to submit all the requested documents to both universities (home and host universities). The selected candidates will be informed about all the procedures and required documents in direct communication with the University of Zadar.

APPEAL:

The candidates can appeal to the decision on the selection of candidates to the body that was in charge of the selection procedure within 8 days of the publication of the results.

OTHER:

Students are selected by the receiving institution according to the above criteria and according to the endorsement by the applicant’s home institution. The selection procedure must be consistent and transparent and any form of the conflict of interest must be excluded. Persons involved in the selection procedure must sign the Statement on the prevention of conflicts of interest and confidentiality.

Additional information is available at the request form the officers in the International Relations Office of the University of Zadar, as well as the application forms and related documents which are an integral part of this Call for application. The contact e-mail address is: iro_unizd@unizd.hr